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 ط للتعامل مع الفقدان والانفصال يكوس فى العلاج بالفن خدام الصلصالاست
 في حالة ولدين في مرحلة الكمون
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Conclusion  

Peter and Steven were very different children linked by the experience 

of loss, Peter lost his twin sister and both children 'lost' an available maternal 

function at birth. Alvarex (    ) describes how the 'synchronised 

responsiveness' in the mother-baby relationship provides the necessary 

conditions for the infant to develop a sense of 'potency' as distinct from the 

creation of omnipotent illusions. The absence of real emotional availability on 

the part of the mother presented Peter and Steven with an experience of 'failed 

potency'. Both turned to their own body products, faces and vormit, having 

failed to establish a satisfactory relationship to the breast. Their symptoms 

appeared at significant points of separation. The twinship in both families had  

+a direct impact on this problem.  

Peter, whose language was delayed, used the clay to help him to put his 

experience into words, develop ego strength and symbolic functioning. As the 

surviving twin, his loss created a situation of endlessly seeking an attachment 

that could not be found and a sense of deep disturbing loneliness. His mother's 

postnatal depression compounded this confusing infantile experience. On 

leaving his therapy, he was able to name his feelings of sadness and loss. Peter 

had begun to take control of his world, to learn and understand.  

Steven attempted to control his world through structure and activity. To 

defend against the emptiness, 'the unknown thought' he obsessively worried 

about being sick. His difficulties were connected to the loss of an emotionally 

available mother and premature separation which developed into severe 

separation anxiety and phobic symptoms. When facing the loss of his therapy, 

and a relationship with a maternal figure that did listen and understand, 

profound feelings were stirred up for which he had no words. The clay 'man' 

began a process of coming to terms with the experience in his early infancy and 

separation from his mother and the therapist. This led on to a series of clay 

works that consolidated this developmental shift. Steven found a masculine 

assertiveness leading to improved sense of self. The 'man' had a similar 

function to Peter's hamster in the concrete representation of his experience.  

The clay forms gave shape and meaning to the pre-verbal experience of 

both boys. Peter found what he had lost-his twin. Steven came to understand 



  

what he never really had-an emotionally available mother. Parent work enabled 

both mothers to work through their grief and understand their responses to their 

children. This helped to free a space within their minds so that Peter and Steven 

could be seen as separate and viable sons. Working through the loss, Peter and 

Steven made the necessary moves into latency.  
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